Unsurpassed Assessment Tools Support Modern Reactor Design
The next generation of nuclear reactors will incorporate passive safety systems, many in the form of natural circulation loops, to ensure safe and long-term operation. Omitting the need for fans, pumps or human intervention, these systems rely instead on natural forces to provide safe and dependable cooling during an emergency. The NSTF's design addresses many of the safety-related concerns set forth by the technological goals of future nuclear reactors, including:
• For critical applications, where truly passive and inherently safe means of heat removal are required, natural circulation systems provide a high level of performance with relative simplicity.
• Because there are no conventional pumps, there is no dependence on off-site AC power or on-site DC power sources for decay heat removal.
Distributed Fiber Optic Sensing for High-Resolution Temperature Mapping
An innovative fiber optic temperature measurement system augments the NSTF's conventional instrumentation, supporting:
• High-resolution temperature measurement along nearly 100 meters (m) of combined cable length; the test system currently contains twelve fiber optic cables, some positioned within the gas space and others touching the duct walls.
• Multiplexing of dozens of sensors to generate measurements at thousands of locations-never before possible in large-scale thermal hydraulics facilities. This helps validate advanced simulation tools such as those being developed at Argonne under the U.S. Department of Energy's nuclear engineering advanced modeling and simulation (NEAMS) program.
Sophisticated Data Acquisition and Control Tools Ensure Accuracy and Safety
The NSTF's LabVIEW-based data acquisition and power controller communications software and control system can measure and display a wide range of parameters, such as 
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